Let F be a nonarchimedean local field, and G a connected reductive group defined over F . We classify the representations of G(F ) that contain any anisotropic unrefined minimal K-type satisfying a certain tameness condition. We show that these representations are induced from compact (mod center) subgroups, and we construct corresponding refined minimal K-types.
Many of the methods that we use are analogous to those used by Howe in [14] and by Moy in [26] . However, some effort is required to make them work in a more general context. The first ingredient required is a set of filtrations, both on the parahoric subgroups and on the Lie algebra. This is provided by Moy and Prasad [27] . For every point x in the Bruhat-Tits building B of G, Moy and Prasad define a parahoric subgroup G x , a filtration {G x,r } r≥0 of G x , and filtrations {g x,r } r∈R and {g * x,r } r∈R of the Lie algebra g and its dual g * . In §1. 4 , we describe these filtrations (while renormalizing their indexing, following [30] ) and show that they are compatible with Galois descent, a fact that we will use often. One consequence is that the filtrations (though not the parahoric subgroups) could have been defined in terms of split (rather than quasi-split) groups and Galois descent.
In order to pass from the Lie algebra to the group, we need a substitute for the exponential map. When G = GL n , one can use the map X −→ 1 + X; for symplectic, orthogonal, and unitary groups, one can use the Cayley transform. More generally, for each x ∈ B we define a non-canonical, filtrationpreserving, "mock exponential" function ϕ x : g x,0 + −→ G x,0 + (a "+" on an index has the effect of adding a small positive number to it) having most of the useful properties of the map X −→ 1 + X. This is carried out in § §1. 5-1.6 , using preliminary work in § §1. 2-1.3 . One property that is lacking is G-invariance, but this is not necessary for the present application.
In the setup of Moy and Prasad [27] , there is a correspondence between the characters of G x,r /G x,r + and the cosets in g * x,−r /g * x,(−r) + . A similar fact is true for characters of certain other subquotients of G x , and the precise statement is given in §1. 7 .
Admissible representations of G having positive depth should typically be associated to representations of certain other groups, which often arise as centralizer subgroups of G. In §1. 9 , we show that the Moy-Prasad filtrations and the mock exponential maps are compatible with restriction to such subgroups.
All of the constructions in §1 are independent of the choice of nonarchimedean local field F , reductive group G, and point x ∈ B. They should have wider uses than the ones to which we put them here.
Under some hypotheses on the residual characteristic p of F , one can construct [2] a nondenegerate, symmetric, bilinear form B on g, related to the Killing form, such that the corresponding identification of g with its dual also identifies each g x,r with g of Murnaghan [29] and this paper, one can show that, in a large region, such a character is a scalar multiple of the Fourier transform of a certain elliptic orbital integral. We pursue this matter elsewhere [1] . Moreover, one can obtain a vanishing result by refining methods of Kutzko [20] .
This paper was originally my doctoral dissertation, written under the supervision of Paul Sally. Allen Moy pointed out to me the existence of singular supercuspidal representations, suggested that I construct some for G 2 , and provided me with helpful advice at several points. I have also benefited from conversations with Robert Kottwitz and Gopal Prasad, and also Philip Kutzko, Alan Roche (who showed me an early draft of [32] ), and Stephen DeBacker.
It is a pleasure to thank all of these people.
1. Structure theory.
Notation.
The following is in force everywhere except in §1.2 and §1. 3 . Let F be a non-archimedean local field of residual characteristic p, and a uniformizing element for F . Let ν be a valuation of F , normalized so that ν( ) = 1. Let K be a maximal unramified extension of F . Given any abstract algebraic extension E of F , we may (and will) assume that E and K lie in a common algebraic closure. The valuation ν on F has a unique extension to E, which we will also denote by ν. Let O E denote the ring of integers in E, and O = O F .
Let G be a connected reductive group defined over F , and G = G(F ) its group of F -points. Let g = Lie(G), and let g * be the dual of g. For any E/F , denote the corresponding group, algebra, and space of E-points by G(E), g(E), and g * (E), respectively. Let B
(G, E) be the Bruhat-Tits building of G(E). We will write B for B(G, F ). For any maximal E-split F -torus T ⊂ G(E), let A(T(E)) denote the apartment of T(E) in B(G, E). If x ∈ A(T(E)) ∩ B, then we will abuse notation and write x ∈ A(T(F )).
To any point x ∈ B(G, K), Moy and Prasad [28] associate a parahoric subgroup G(K) x of G(K) and a filtration G(K) x,r (r ∈ R ≥0 ). One also has filtrations g(K) x,r and g * (K) x,r (r ∈ R) on the Lie algebra and its dual. These groups and lattices are briefly described in §1. 4 .
Given any E-split torus S ⊂ G (maximal or not) and any b in the root system Φ(G, S) of S, let U b ⊂ G denote the corresponding root group, and u b ⊂ g the corresponding root space. These are all defined over E. Whenever we denote an algebraic F -group by a boldface letter, the corresponding lightface letter will generally denote the group of F -points. A similar convention will hold for Lie algebras.
For . Let Ad denote the adjoint and coadjoint actions of G on g and g * , respectively. We will often write gX instead of Ad(g)X.
Fix a nontrivial additive character Λ of F with conductor O. For any
Review of Chevalley groups.
For this section only, let F be an arbitrary field, and G the group of F -points of a split group G defined over F . Let T be a maximal F -split torus in G, and let X * (T) and X * (T) denote the lattices of rational characters and cocharacters of T, respectively. If
be the root system of T, and let ∆ be a system of simple roots in Φ. Let T = T(F ), and let Add denote the algebraic group whose group of F -points is just the additive group of F .
The following are summaries or easy corollaries of results contained in [6] .
is a basis for g if G is semisimple; and for all roots b and c, 
and let M b,c;0 = 1.
where the product is taken in increasing order of the roots, the C i,j;b,c are integers, and
In particular,
Proposition 1.2.4. For any b ∈ Φ and any
t ∈ T , [t, e b (µ)] = e b (b(t)µ − µ).
Proposition 1.2.5. The adjoint representation is determined by the following formulas:
for all H ∈ Lie(T ) and all t ∈ T .
Some homeomorphisms between filtered groups.
Let A = A 1 and B = B 1 be groups, and let {A i } i∈N and {B i } i∈N be filtrations by normal subgroups, such that i∈N A i and i∈N B i are trivial. Give each A/A i and B/B i the discrete topology, and give A and B the inverse limit topology.
Let f : N −→ N be an increasing function such that f (i) > i for all i ∈ N. Suppose we have a collection of isomorphisms
; moreover, suppose that these maps are compatible with each other, in the sense that for all 1
For each quotient A i /A i+1 , choose a set X i of coset representatives. We will always let the identity element represent the identity coset. For each a ∈ X i , choose an element ϕ(a) in the coset Proof. By construction, ϕ is compatible with each ϕ i,j . In particular, it induces bijections on all successive quotients, and is therefore bijective. The continuity of ϕ and its inverse is clear from the choice of topologies.
Proof. Write x = x i and y = y i , where x i , y i ∈ X i . Let t = max(r, s), and write
Note that x or y is trivial. Then
This last step follows from the fact that ϕ(a a) = ϕ(a )ϕ(a) whenever a has the form i<t a i , with a i ∈ X i , and a ∈ A t . 
where the factors have only trivial pairwise intersection. Each A (k) (resp. B (k) ) inherits a filtration from A (resp. B). Suppose that by restricting the ϕ i,j we obtain isomorphisms We will use this construction in §1.5.
Some properties of the Moy-Prasad filtrations.
We start by giving a description of the filtrations similar to that given in [28] . Recall that K is a maximal unramified extension of F , and let L/K be the splitting field of G. Let S be a maximal K-split F -torus that contains a maximal F -split torus. Let T be the centralizer of S in G. Then, since G(K) is quasi-split, T is a maximal F -torus that splits over L. Let t ⊂ g be the Lie algebra of T.
Let N be the normalizer of T. Then N(K) is also the normalizer of
. Then A K , the space of Galois-fixed points in A L , is the apartment of S(K). These are affine spaces under V L and V K , respectively.
The parahoric subgroup of G(K) associated to x ∈ B(G, K) is denoted G(K) x , and it can be characterized as the "mod connected component" of the stabilizer of x under the action of 
, then these are all defined over F , and we let T m denote T ∩ T(K) m for m ≥ 0. The derivative of a character of T is a weight of t.
For each m ∈ R, we define a filtration sublattice t(K) m of t(K) by
We have a map κ :
for all χ ∈ X * K (T). This map extends to a map from N(K) to the group of affine transformations of A K .
Similarly, one obtains a map κ L from N(L) to the affine transformations of A L . The maps κ and κ L are compatible in the sense that for n ∈ N(K),
and its restriction to A K is just κ(n).
Let b be a root in Φ(G, S), and let
be the affine function on A K whose gradient is b and that vanishes on the hyperplane fixed by the reflection κ m(u) . For any affine function ψ on A K of gradient b, define
One can also define a lattice u ψ in the root space
For r ≥ 0 and x ∈ A K , define G(K) x,r to be the group generated by
gx,r . These definitions do not depend on the choice of g or the initial choice of S.
Let
, then the groups and lattices above are all defined over F , and their F -point sets, which are just their fixed point sets under Gal(K/F ), are denoted G x,r , g x,r , etc.
Proposition 1.4.1. Let F /F be a finite extension, and let
, accordingly. Let e be the ramification degree of F over F . Then for all r ∈ R and for all x ∈ B,
Proof. Let K be the compositum F K. This is a maximal unramified extension of F . Since the filtration subgroups and sublattices were originally defined via Galois descent from K and K , it will be sufficient to prove the result with F and F replaced by K and K , respectively. Clearly, it is also enough to consider the case where K = L. We will just prove the statement about the filtrations on the group; the proofs for the statements about the Lie algebra and its dual will be similar, but easier.
The filtration on T is clearly compatible with Galois descent in the desired sense:
Thus, it remains only to show that a similar fact is true for the affine root 
In other words, 
Proof. This follows from 2.4, 2.7, and 2.20 in [31] . Proof. From (1.4.1), we may assume that G is F -split. Let T be a maximal F -split torus such that x ∈ A(T). The group G x,r is generated by U ψ ψ(x) ≥ r and T r , so it is enough to see that each of these groups acts trivially on g x,s /g x,r+s . This follows from (1.2.5).
A mock exponential map.
Assume for the moment that G is F -split, and let T ⊂ G be a maximal F -split torus. Let T = T(F ) and t = Lie(T ). Choose an integral basis {χ i } for the lattice X * (T). Define a function Proof. Define a map ϕ T with respect to some other basis; choose an element χ in this new basis. We can write χ = χ
Since the same is true for all
We will now extend ϕ T to a larger domain in g. Let Φ be the root system of G with respect to T. Choose a Chevalley basis for g with respect to T , and denote it as in (1.2.1). For each b ∈ Φ, there is a map exp b :
for all t ∈ T . This map is compatible with the filtrations on u b and U b .
Choosing an ordering of the roots, we can paste all of these maps together to get a map
where the order of the product is the order we have just chosen on Φ. Note that, while this map is not defined on all of g, it is defined on g x,0 + for every
are isomorphisms which are independent of the ordering on Φ and the basis for X * (T). (In fact, we need only assume that 0
. In the sequel, the assumption 0 < r ≤ s ≤ 2r may be similarly weakened wherever it occurs.) It will turn out (1.6.6) that ϕ T,x;r,s is independent of the choice of torus T such that x ∈ A(T ).
More generally, for any nonempty subset S ⊂ A(T), and any positivevalued function f : S −→ R, let
If f is another such function, and 0 < f ≤ f ≤ 2f, then we have an isomorphism
Now drop the assumption that G is F -split, let T ⊂ G be a maximal F -torus, and let F /F be some finite Galois extension over which T splits. Let e be the ramification degree of F /F . Then, as above, we can define a map ϕ T from a subset of g = g(F ) into G = G(F ). For every nonempty subset S ⊂ B ∩ A(T(F )) and every positive-valued function f : S −→ R, the group G S,ef and lattice g S,ef are Gal(F /F )-invariant. If f is another such function, and 0 < f ≤ f ≤ 2f, then the induced maps ϕ T,S;ef,ef : g S,ef /g S,ef −→ G S,ef /G S,ef are invariant under Gal(F /F ). It follows from (1.4.1) that we get a map ϕ T,S;f,f :
which is independent of our choice of splitting field F .
For any x ∈ A(T(F )) ∩ B, one can use the construction of §1.3 to define, in a non-canonical way, a homeomorphism
that is compatible with every ϕ T,x;r,s . Since, as remarked before, the maps ϕ T,x;r,s will turn out to be independent of T, ϕ T,x will also be independent of T, though it will still depend on the choices made in §1.3.
Properties of the mock exponential map.
Remark 1.6.1. From the results of §1.4, several of the following properties of ϕ T,x will follow from the special case where T is F -split. Moreover, their validity will not depend on any of the choices that go into the definition of ϕ T,x from ϕ T . Therefore, in proofs we will often be able to assume that T is F -split and that ϕ T,x is just the restriction of ϕ T to g x,0 + .
Proposition 1.6.2. Let T ⊂ G be a maximal F -torus, and write
Proof. The first statement follows immediately from (1.3.2).
To prove the second statement, make the assumptions in (1.6.1). Choose an ordering on Φ(G, T). Choose a Chevalley basis corresponding to T , and adopt the notation of (1.2.1). The result is clearly true if Y and Z both lie in t = Lie(T ), or both lie in some u b . If Y ∈ u b and Z ∈ u −b for some b ∈ Φ, then the result follows from an SL(2) calculation.
where the order of the product corresponds to the order chosen on Φ(G, T), and the higher-order terms are
Suppose that Y ∈ t r and Z = µE c . Then
This completes the proof for the case where Y and Z are elements of t or multiples of Chevalley basis elements. The general case now follows from the fact that if Proof. Make the assumptions in (1.6.1). Pick a Chevalley basis, as in the proof of (1.6.2). We begin by proving the proposition in the special case where Y is an element of t = Lie(T ) or a scalar multiple of a basis element, where we can exploit (1.2.5).
Suppose Y ∈ t r . Then the proposition certainly holds for Z ∈ t. If Z = µE c with µ ∈ F , then 
from (1.6.2a) and (1.4.3)
from (1.4.3)
Thus, the proposition holds for all Y ∈ g x,r .
Lemma 1.6.4.
Suppose T ⊂ G is a maximal F -torus, x ∈ A(T ), 0 < r ≤ s ≤ 2r, X ∈ g x,r , and g ∈ G. Then
Proof. Make the assumptions in (1.6.1). Write X = X 0 + b∈Φ(G,T) X b , where X 0 ∈ t = Lie(T ), and
The result follows. Proof. Make the assumptions in (1.6.1), and write ϕ = ϕ T . It will be sufficient to show that ϕ T,x;r,s is equivariant under T 0 and under each affine root group U ψ with ψ(x) ≥ 0. Let g ∈ T 0 . Then for all Z ∈ t = Lie(T ),
since in this case ϕ is just the map exp b . Now let g ∈ U ψ with ψ(x) ≥ 0, and let Z ∈ g x,r . Then g = ϕ(Y ) for some Y ∈ u ψ . We remark that (1.6.2) and (1.
by (1.6.3)
by (1.6.2a)
as desired.
Corollary 1.6.6. The map ϕ T,x;r,s is independent of the choice of T.
Proof. From (1.4.1), we may assume that G is F -split. Let T and T be F -split maximal F -tori, and suppose
for some g ∈ G x , so from the proposition and the lemma,
From now on, we write ϕ x;r,s instead of ϕ T,x;r,s , and ϕ x instead of ϕ T,x . Although ϕ x is not G-equivariant, it has equivariance properties that are almost as useful.
Proposition 1.6.7.
Let g ∈ G, and 0 < r ≤ s ≤ 2r. If X, gX ∈ g x,r , then ϕ x;r,s (gX) = Int(g)ϕ x;r,s (X).
Proof. From (1.6.4),
Recall the isomorphisms in (1.5.2), and let S 1 = {x, gx} and S 2 = {g −1 x, x}. Then Int(g −1 )ϕ S1;r,s (gX) = ϕ S2;r,s (X), which implies ϕ S1;r,s (gX) = Int(g)ϕ S2;r,s (X).
The result then follows.
Duality. Recall that g * x,(−r)
Combining this with ϕ x;m,n , we have
More generally, let S be any group lying between G x,n and G x,(n/2) + . Let s be the preimage of S via ϕ x . Then the duality map above gives us a correspondence between (S/G x,n ) and g *
• , let χ Υ denote the corresponding character of S/G x,n . 
Intertwining. Suppose r > 0, and let S (as above) be any group lying between G x,(r/2) + and G x,r . Let χ be any character of S/G
For s ∈ gSg −1 ∩ S, the following statements are equivalent:
The truth of this last statement for all s ∈ gSg −1 ∩ S is equivalent to each of the following statements:
Centralizer subgroups and algebras. Given
The latter is an F -group. Suppose that X is semisimple. Then C g (X) is the Lie algebra of (C G (X))(F ) (see [7, §1.14] ). If the characteristic of F is not a "torsion" prime for G in the sense of [36, Definition 2.1], then C G (X) is connected (see loc. cit., 3.14) . If the characteristic of F is not a "bad" prime for G (in the sense of [35, I.4.1]), then the connected part of C G (X) is an E-Levi subgroup of G for some Galois extension E/F . Starting in (2.1.1), we will exclude all bad and torsion primes for G.
Suppose that M ⊂ G is an E-Levi subgroup defined over F , let M = M(F ), and m = Lie(M ). Since every maximal E-split torus in M is also a maximal E-split torus in G, one can embed B(M, E) in B(G, E)
, and the set of such embeddings is an affine space. Gal(E/F ) acts on this space, and must have a fixed point i, a Galois-equivariant embedding. All such embeddings have the same image.
Assume from now on that we can take E/F to be tame. Then, since B is the Gal(E/F ) fixed point set in B(G, E) (see [33, Prop. 5. 1.1]) , the image of B(M, F ) lies in B. Given x ∈ B lying in this image, we will abuse language and say that x lies in B(M, F ). Conversely, we will say that any x ∈ B(M, F ) also lies in B, even though there may be some ambiguity concerning the image of x in B. This will not cause a problem. For all x ∈ B(M, F ) ,
Proof. From (1.4.1), we may assume that G is F -split, and that M is an FLevi subgroup. Then the compatibility of the filtrations is clear from the fact that M i(x),r , etc., is independent of the choice of embedding i : Imitating Moy and Prasad [27] , we will call a coset in g nondegenerate if it contains no nilpotent elements.
Lemma 1.9.5.
Suppose X ∈ g is semisimple, C G (X) is an F -Levi subgroup of G for some tame F /F , x ∈ B(C G (X), F ), and X ∈ g x,−r g x,(−r) + . Then the coset X + g x,(−r) + is nondegenerate.
Proof. Let E be a field extension of F over which C G (X) splits, and let e be the ramification degree of E/F . Then X ∈ g(E) x,−er g(E) x,(−er) + , and x lies in the apartment of some E-split maximal torus whose Lie algebra contains X. Thus er ∈ Z. As modules over
The image X of X in the rightmost space is clearly not nilpotent. By [27, Prop. 4.3] and its proof, X + g(E) x,(−er) + is nondegenerate. Therefore, so is X + g x,(−r) + .
Refinement.

A tameness hypothesis and its consequences. Recall that any nondegenerate G-invariant symmetric bilinear form
For any extension E/F , we will also denote the induced map g(E) −→ g As a consequence, not only does such a form B exist, but we can (and will) choose it so that for all x ∈ B and all s ∈ R, the corresponding isomorphism Ψ takes g x,s to g * x,s . A special case of this is proved in [32] ; see [2] for a proof under slightly more general hypotheses than (2.1.1).
From now on, use Ψ to identify g and g * .
Proposition 2.1.2.
For all x ∈ B and for all s ∈ R,
Proof. As usual, we may assume that G is F -split. Choose a maximal F -split F -torus T in G with root system Φ, and let t = Lie(T(F ) 
This result actually holds under slightly weaker hypotheses than (2.1.1). See [2] for details.
Good cosets and good elements.
Definition 2.2.3. Say that a set Υ ⊂ g is good if Υ ∈ g x,r /g x,r + for some x ∈ B and some r ∈ R, and there is some maximal F -torus T ⊂ G such that Lie(T(F )) intersects Υ, T splits over a tamely ramified extension E of F , and x belongs to the apartment of T
(E) in B(G, E).
It is clear from the definition that any semisimple X that lies in the Lie algebra of a tamely ramified Cartan subalgebra lies in some good coset. From (1.9.5), any good coset is nondegenerate. Call an unrefined minimal Ktype of positive depth good if it corresponds to a good coset in g. As remarked in the introduction, smooth representations of positive depth generally seem to contain good K-types, at least in the absence of wild ramification.
Suppose X ∈ g belongs to t = t(F ), where t is the Lie algebra of some F -split maximal torus T. Then there is some r ∈ Z such that X ∈ t r t r+1 . Call X a T-good element of depth r if for every root α of G with respect to T, dα(X) either is zero or has valuation r.
Suppose T is another F -split maximal torus with Lie algebra t , and X ∈ t ∩ t . Then there is some g ∈ G such that gX = X and gt = t . This implies that X is T-good if and only if it is T -good, and its depth is independent of the choice of split torus.
Suppose that T is an arbitrary maximal F -torus, split over some tame Galois extension E/F . Clearly, Gal(E/F ) preserves the set of T-good elements of t(E) of any given depth. This allows us to make the following definition.
Definition 2.2.4.
A semisimple element X ∈ g is good if for some (hence any) tamely ramified F -torus T satisfying X ∈ t, where t = Lie(T), and some (hence any) E/F over which T splits, for every root α of G with respect to T, dα(X) either is zero or has E-normalized valuation r, where X ∈ t(E) r t(E) r+1 . If this is also true whenever α is a sum of two roots, then we will call X very good.
Note that the set of good elements is preserved by the adjoint action of G.
While good cosets will typically contain good elements, one can cook up some counterexamples. Therefore, it is useful to know under what circumstances one can guarantee the existence of good elements.
Proposition 2.2.5. Let T be a tamely ramified maximal F -torus in G, and let t = Lie(T(F )). For every r ∈ R, every coset in t r /t r + contains a good element provided that G contains no simple factors of exceptional type. Otherwise, we require that p > c(Φ) for every exceptional simple root system Φ occurring as a factor in Φ(G, T), where c(Φ) is a constant.
For example, c(G 2 ) = 7. Note that we are still assuming (2.1.1). For a proof of the proposition (under hypotheses that are weaker, but more complicated to state), see [2] . One can also find there a proof that, provided p is large enough, every coset in t r /t r + contains a very good element.
Slightly refined minimal K-types.
From now on, let r > 0, and let X + g x,(−r) + ∈ g x,−r /g x,(−r) + be a good coset, and X a good element such that x ∈ B(M, F ), where M = C G (X). Let M = M(F ) and m = Lie(M ).
Lemma 2.3.1. The map
Proof. In view of (1.4.1), we may assume that M is F -split, in which case the result follows directly from the fact that X is good. 
Let J + = ϕ x (J + ) and J = ϕ x (J). These are groups. Via the bijection ϕ x , one may regard the character χ = χ X as being defined on g x,r /g x,r + . Since χ is trivial on m 
Now regard χ as a character of J + .
Corollary 2.3.4.
Any admissible representation of G that contains (G x,r , χ) also contains (J + , χ).
Proof. See [2] for a general proof. The following works if we assume that X is very good (as we may if p is large enough). Suppose g ∈ supp H(G, χ).
By density, we may take the Y i , and thus the Z i , to be regular and semisimple.
, where t (i) is the unique Cartan subalgebra containing Z i . Both X and g X are very good elements that lie in t (2) , and they lie in the same coset modulo t
(−r) + . Since they are conjugates, they must have the same multisets of eigenvalues under the adjoint representation. By the definition of very good, they are equal. Thus,
Conversely, if π is any irreducible representation of G containing σ, then Frobenius reciprocity implies that π is equivalent to π σ , and thus is supercuspidal.
This proves the following result: 
Consequently, J/J + with the form , is a symplectic space over the residue field of F , and H is a Heisenberg group. The representation theory of such groups is well known (for example, see [11, Lemma 1.2] ). It follows immediately that there exists a unique (up to equivalence) irreducible representation ρ = ρ χ of J whose restriction to J + contains χ. In fact, ρ| J+ is a direct sum of √ |J/J + | copies of χ. 
This last algebra is Morita equivalent [18] J + with finite abelian quotient), and ρ to be an irreducible constituent of σ| R . In case σ is parametrized by a representation σ of M of dimension greater than 1, it is possible to replace R by a smaller group R related to the inducing subgroup for σ . Details will appear elsewhere.
Examples.
Given an anisotropic X ∈ g that splits over a tame extension, one can use the preceding to find a family of supercuspidal representations of G. In case X is singular, some of these representations will be singular, i.e. not associated to any maximal torus in G. Below, we give some examples of such elements.
Symplectic groups.
Assume that the residual characteristic of F is not 2. Let G be a symplectic group in 2n variables, with n > 1. Realize G as the matrices preserving the bilinear form on F 2n given by the matrix
where N is the n-by-n matrix
Let ε be a nonsquare unit in F . Let X be an element of the Lie algebra such that r X has one of the following forms:
where β is a regular element of an elliptic Cartan subgroup of Sp 2(n−2) (F ) and a ∈ O × . (These are suggested by cases (5.13i.1) and (5.1e.2) in [26] .) Then X is singular and anisotropic. We can find many more singular anisotropic elements by combining these two examples using the methods of §3.2.
Special orthogonal groups.
We show that, with a few low-rank exceptions, all special orthogonal groups (split or not) contain singular anisotropic elements.
Assume that F has odd residual characteristic. Any nondegenerate quadratic form over F is determined up to equivalence by its dimension, its discriminant (modulo squares), and its Hasse invariant. If two forms differ by a scalar multiple, then they give rise to the same orthogonal group and Lie algebra. The usual split form in dimension n has discriminant (−1) ( n 2 ) and Hasse invariant 1. Let V 0 be the usual anisotropic space of dimension 4, which has discriminant 1 and Hasse invariant −1.
Suppose a vector space V over F is equipped with a nondegenerate quadratic form with matrix J. Then End(V ) has a natural anti-involution
Let G 0 (V ) be the set of endomorphisms x such that x · σ(x) = 1. This is the orthogonal group of (V, J). Let G = G(V ) be the corresponding special orthogonal group.
Suppose we write V as the orthogonal direct sum V 1 ⊕· · ·⊕V r , where each summand has even dimension, with at most one exception.
Let T i be a maximal anisotropic elliptic torus in G(V i ). Then, from work of Morris [21] , T = T 1 × · · · × T r is a maximal elliptic torus in G. Choose an element c = (c 1 , . . . , c r ) of T such that the sets of eigenvalues of the actions of each c i on V i are disjoint. Then we claim that the centralizer C G (c) of c in G is contained in G(V 1 ) × · · · × G(V r ). For let S be a minimal torus in T containing c. V has a unique decomposition (a refinement of the one already given) into irreducible S-modules. Let W be any irreducible S-submodule of, say, V . Let g ∈ C G (c). Then c| W acts with the same eigenvalues as gcg −1 | gW , which is equal to c| gW . By our choice of c, gW must lie in V . This proves the claim.
Suppose that one of the summands of V (say V 1 ) is isomorphic to a fourdimensional anisotropic space (such as V 0 ). Then we may clearly choose c so that c i is regular in G(V i ) for i > 1, and c 1 lies in some one-dimensional torus in G(V 1 ). In this case, the centralizer of c will be a product of C G(V1) (c 1 ) and a collection of elliptic tori. The former will be a compact, nonabelian group. This leads to the following result: Which spaces V can be written as such a sum? Let ( , ) denote the Hilbert symbol. For any quadratic space V , let αV denote the same space, but with the bilinear form multiplied by the scalar α. Then we have
Consider V = αV 0 ⊕ V 1 , where α is a scalar and V 0 is as above. Then dim(V ) = 4 + dim V 1 disc(V ) = disc(V 1 )
Hasse(V ) = − Hasse(V 1 ).
By varying V 1 , we get the following possibilities for V :
anything anything.
Thus, this method finds singular anisotropic elements in every form of so(n) (n ≥ 4) with the exception of the isotropic forms of so(4) and the split forms of so(5) and so (6) . By a low-dimensional coincidence, these last two are isomorphic to the split forms of sp(4) and sl(4), respectively. We already know that the former has singular anisotropic elements, and the latter does not.
3.3.
The exceptional group G 2 . Assume that p > 7. Let G be the Chevalley group of type G 2 . A complete set of minimal K-types of G is given in [25] , as well as a 7-dimensional representation of g (due to Seligman [34] ), which we use below.
Let ε be a nonsquare unit in F . Let
where c, d, and v are elements of O × taken mod O, v = cd or 9cd, and −v is not a square mod O. This falls in case (1.10f.4) of [25] . (Moy suggested using a particular element of this family.) Then C g (X) is isomorphic to the anisotropic form of u(2).
